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Grade 7 Writing
Expository Prompt
WRITTEN COMPOSITION: Expository
READ the following information.
We can show our appreciation of others with both
words and actions. Showing appreciation means
that we understand how valuable, special, or unique
someone is.
THINK about ways people show their appreciation for each other.
WRITE an essay explaining why showing people you appreciate them can be
important.
Be sure to —
•
•
•
•

clearly state your controlling idea
organize and develop your explanation effectively
choose your words carefully
use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and sentences

STAAR Grade 7 Expository

Score Point 1
The essay represents a very limited writing performance.
Organization/Progression
qq

The organizing structure of the essay is inappropriate to the purpose or the specific
demands of the prompt. The writer uses organizational strategies that are only
marginally suited to the explanatory task, or they are inappropriate or not evident
at all. The absence of a functional organizational structure causes the essay to lack
clarity and direction.

qq

Most ideas are generally related to the topic specified in the prompt, but the
controlling idea is missing, unclear, or illogical. The writer may fail to maintain focus
on the topic, may include extraneous information, or may shift abruptly from idea to
idea, weakening the coherence of the essay.

qq

The writer’s progression of ideas is weak. Repetition or wordiness sometimes causes
serious disruptions in the essay. At other times the lack of transitions and sentenceto-sentence connections causes the writer to present ideas in a random or illogical
way, making one or more parts of the essay unclear or difficult to follow.

Development of Ideas
qq

The development of ideas is weak. The essay is ineffective because the writer uses
details and examples that are inappropriate, vague, or insufficient.

qq

The essay is insubstantial because the writer’s response to the prompt is vague or
confused. In some cases, the essay as a whole is only weakly linked to the prompt.
In other cases, the writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates a lack of
understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions
qq

The writer’s word choice may be vague or limited. It reflects little or no awareness
of the expository purpose and does not establish a tone appropriate to the task. The
word choice may impede the quality and clarity of the essay.

qq

Sentences are simplistic, awkward, or uncontrolled, significantly limiting the
effectiveness of the essay.

qq

The writer has little or no command of sentence boundaries and age-appropriate
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions. Serious and
persistent errors create disruptions in the fluency of the writing and sometimes
interfere with meaning.
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Expository — 1

Score Point 1
The writer presents the unclear controlling idea that “Showing people you appreciate them can be important
because they wont feel like if you dont like them, or some times they will take it personal and think you
choose who you like or think your bulling him/her.” The writer then shifts abruptly from idea to idea
(“Sometimes if you appreciate people they would be nice to you”; “if they are in a bad mood like if something
happend to a family member”; “Maybe they just dont want to talk that day”), weakening the coherence of
the essay. Vague examples (“Sometimes if you appreciate people they would be nice to you or do something
to or they wont do nothing most people do”; “Sometimes they be so rote to if they are in a bad mood like if
something happend to a family member or a friend”) are ineffective in explaining how showing appreciation
prevents others from feeling as “if you dont like them.” The absence of end punctuation and the inclusion of
superfluous commas in sentences (“Sometimes they be so rote to if they are in a bad mood like if something
happend to a family member or a friend, best friends or best friend if they are in the hospital or if a best
friends mom or dad or grandma or grandpa that you knew from his friend”; “Maybe they just dont want to
talk that day with you, or nobody or they just want to talk to you or just his mom”) interfere with meaning
and fluency. Overall, this essay represents a very limited writing performance.
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Expository — 2

Score Point 1
The writer presents the unclear controlling idea that “if you appreciate people for who they are then it
can make you look good.” The writer lists ways to make oneself look good (being well dressed, taking
care of oneself, having a nice attitude), but these ideas are only weakly linked to the topic specified in the
prompt as there is no clear connection between how one looks and the importance of showing appreciation.
Additionally, a lack of transitions makes the essay difficult to follow. Although in the second half of the essay
the writer provides several ways one might show appreciation (picking up something someone dropped,
reciprocating appreciation, showing that you care), the examples address only the THINK statement and
are too insufficiently developed to explain the importance of showing appreciation. The writer shows no
command of sentence boundaries as the entire response is a lengthy run-on sentence. As a result, the writer’s
thoughts (“Appreciating people can be very important”; “if you appreciate people for who they are then
it can make you look good”) are not properly separated, which disrupts fluency and meaning in this very
limited writing performance.
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Expository — 3

Score Point 1
The writer presents the controlling idea at the end of the essay that “It is good to give other people appreciation
because others will give appreciation to you.” However, neither the list of behaviors that begins the essay
(“liking the person, show the person some love and not telling bad things about how a person look or feels”)
nor the narrative about an injured classmate is connected to the controlling idea. Additionally, repetition
(“show the person some love,” “we gave him appreciation,” “my friends and me gave him love,” “no one
gave him love,” “we gave him love and nice to him”) and a lack of sentence-to-sentence connections make
the essay difficult to follow. Because the response is almost entirely about showing kindness and respect
rather than appreciation, the essay is only weakly linked to the prompt, demonstrating a lack of understanding
of the expository writing task. The essay includes numerous errors in usage (“appreciate others with kind
and respect”), punctuation (“my friends and me wen’t to tell his mother”) and grammar (“we gave him
appreciation to him”). These errors, combined with a lack of command of sentence boundaries (“And my
friends and me gave him love because no one one gave him love or liked him for not having friends but we
were friends with because he knew that we gave him love and nice to him so now that we go knock at his
door we ask the mom and she say’s yes to us and now he is happy to get appreciation from us”), disrupt the
fluency of this very limited writing performance.
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Expository — 4

Score Point 1
The writer provides the unclear controlling idea that “Appreciating someone can be important because, It will
make you feel good giving thanks, make them feel good that they’ve been appreciated.” The development of
ideas is weak as the writer lists the positive outcomes of appreciating others (“that might have been you’re
ticket in to heaven”; “our community will be better”; “the sad man felt good”) in a random manner, making
the essay difficult to follow. The writer’s statements (“That one appreciation might strive someone to a good
person and save a finatial suffering family”; “for example someone migh’tve been deppressed and weepy
and that sad person just open the door for someone that person the sad man opened the door for hugged him
and apreciated him and then the sad man felt good”) are vague and do not explain the intrinsic and extrinsic
value of showing appreciation. Numerous grammar and spelling errors (“might strive someone,” “and save
a finatial suffering family,” “every one and single person”), combined with the writer’s lack of command
of sentence boundaries, create serious disruptions in the fluency and meaning of this very limited writing
performance.

STAAR Grade 7 Expository

Score Point 2
The essay represents a basic writing performance.
Organization/Progression
qq

The organizing structure of the essay is evident but may not always be appropriate
to the purpose or the specific demands of the prompt. The essay is not always clear
because the writer uses organizational strategies that are only somewhat suited to
the expository task.

qq

Most ideas are generally related to the topic specified in the prompt, but the writer’s
controlling idea is weak or somewhat unclear. The lack of an effective controlling
idea or the writer’s inclusion of irrelevant information interferes with the focus and
coherence of the essay.

qq

The writer’s progression of ideas is not always logical and controlled. Sometimes
repetition or wordiness causes minor disruptions in the flow of the essay. At other
times transitions and sentence-to-sentence connections are too perfunctory or weak
to support the flow of the essay or show the relationships among ideas.

Development of Ideas
qq

The development of ideas is minimal. The essay is superficial because the writer uses
details and examples that are not always appropriate or are too briefly or partially
presented.

qq

The essay reflects little or no thoughtfulness. The writer’s response to the prompt is
sometimes formulaic. The writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates
only a limited understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions
qq

The writer’s word choice may be general or imprecise. It reflects a basic awareness of
the expository purpose but does little to establish a tone appropriate to the task. The
word choice may not contribute to the quality and clarity of the essay.

qq

Sentences are awkward or only somewhat controlled, weakening the effectiveness of
the essay.

qq

The writer demonstrates a partial command of sentence boundaries and age-appropriate
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions. Some distracting
errors may be evident, at times creating minor disruptions in the fluency or meaning of
the writing.
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Expository — 5

Score Point 2
The writer presents the controlling idea that “Showing appreciation is a big factor in life to be a better
person.” Although the writer attempts a cause-effect organizing structure, it is not successful because the
ideas presented (appreciating gift-givers, appreciating your coach, appreciating people for the jobs they do)
do not fully demonstrate how showing appreciation allows one to be a better person. The progression of
ideas is not always logical and controlled. Transitions (“To begin with,” “Furthermore,” “In addition,” “In
conclusion”) are used to list, instead of connect, the ideas of the essay. Wordiness and repetition (“In addition,
if no one appreciated anyone in the world it would be cautic because appreciation is what keeps us going
knowing that someone cares. Every job is to help us live better . . . whats the of doing my job if no one cares”)
disrupt the flow of the essay. The essay is superficial with minimal development as the ideas (if you do not
appreciate others, they will no longer buy gifts for you; if you appreciate your coach, your skills will improve;
if you appreciate others, the world will be a better place; you should appreciate people for doing their jobs
so they feel worthwhile) are too briefly presented. General and imprecise word choice (“buying all these
things,” “buy anything for you no more,” “Every job,” “the people doing the jobs”) does not contribute to the
quality and clarity of the essay. Sentences are somewhat uncontrolled (“Being able to show appreciation to
someone everyday will make the word a better place because by appreciating someone shows that somebody
cares about what they do and notices their hard work”) and weaken the effectiveness of this basic writing
performance.
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Score Point 2
In the final paragraph of this essay, the writer presents the controlling idea that “It is important to show people
that you appreciate them, so they will be happy, exited, and loved.” The five-paragraph organizing structure
of the essay is evident, but it is not always appropriate to the purpose or the specific demands of the prompt
because the writer does not use the paragraphs to present separate ideas. Development of ideas is minimal
because the ideas are too briefly presented (Auggy feels appreciated because he finds a caring friend on the
first day of school; the writer shows appreciation for students with disabilities in Partners in PE) and do not
fully explain how feeling “happy, exited, and loved” is a direct result of being appreciated. The writer’s
general word choice (“think you like them,” “a kid named Auggy,” “I do something”) does not contribute to
the clarity and quality of the essay. Additionally, the writer’s partial command of sentence boundaries (“In the
movie Wonder a kid named Auggy has a disability, he is nervous . . .”; “I do something in school that is called
partners in PE, it’s where you . . .”) creates minor disruptions in the fluency of this basic writing performance.
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Score Point 2
The writer presents the controlling idea that “Showing and telling people that you appreciate them can help
them in so many ways.” However, the progression of ideas is not always logical and controlled because
transitions (“Some ways,” “Some examples,” “Another example”) are repetitious and too perfunctory to
show the relationships among ideas and support the flow of the essay. The writer develops the essay in a
superficial manner because instead of explaining how appreciation can benefit others, the writer lists ways
one can show appreciation (“I helped my grandpa . . . with whatever he needed”; “We, well I, tell, and explain
to her how much I need her and how much I love her”), demonstrating only a limited understanding of the
expository writing task. In addition, awkward sentence construction (“Some examples are that yesterday
I helped my grandpa with cancer, I helped him by putting his bag in the car for him, and I helped him
with whatever he needed help with”; “These are some of the ways that you can show + tell people that are
appreciated + very important”) weakens the overall effectiveness of the essay. For these reasons, the essay
demonstrates a basic writing performance.
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Score Point 2
The writer presents the controlling idea that “telling someone that you appreciate them can make them
feel better about themselves. Showing appreciation can show them that they aren’t worthless, and it could
brighten their day.” The writer supports the controlling idea by presenting two examples of groups who
will feel better about themselves when shown appreciation (people who feel they aren’t needed and friends
that are having a rough day), but perfunctory transitions (“One reason,” “Another reason”) and multiple
repetitions (“show them that they aren’t worthless”; “it could make their day”; “it could really brighten
their day”) weaken the progression of ideas in the essay. The development of ideas is minimal. The essay is
superficial because the writer’s examples (being appreciative can show someone they are not worthless and
make someone’s day) do not fully explain how showing appreciation can help a person “feel better about
themselves.” The writer’s general word choice (“showing appreciation is good,” “appreciate him and what
he does,” “It is good to show appreciation”) does not contribute to the quality or clarity of this basic writing
performance.
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Score Point 3
The essay represents a satisfactory writing performance.
Organization/Progression
qq

The organizing structure of the essay is, for the most part, appropriate to the purpose
and responsive to the specific demands of the prompt, The essay is clear because
the writer uses organizational strategies that are adequately suited to the expository
task.

qq

The writer establishes a clear controlling idea. Most ideas are related to the
controlling idea and are focused on the topic specified in the prompt. The essay is
coherent, though it may not always be unified due to minor lapses in focus.

qq

The writer’s progression of ideas is generally logical and controlled. For the most part,
transitions are meaningful, and sentence-to-sentence connections are sufficient to
support the flow of the essay and show the relationships among ideas.

Development of Ideas
qq

The development of ideas is sufficient because the writer uses details and examples
that are specific and appropriate, adding some substance to the essay.

qq

The essay reflects some thoughtfulness. The writer’s response to the prompt is
original rather than formulaic. The writer develops the essay in a manner that
demonstrates a good understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions
qq

The writer’s word choice is, for the most part, clear and specific. It reflects an
awareness of the expository purpose and establishes a tone appropriate to the task.
The word choice usually contributes to the quality and clarity of the essay.

qq

Sentences are varied and adequately controlled, for the most part contributing to the
effectiveness of the essay.

qq

The writer demonstrates an adequate command of sentence boundaries and ageappropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions.
Although some errors may be evident, they create few (if any) disruptions in the
fluency of the writing, and they do not affect the clarity of the essay.
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Expository — 9

Score Point 3
In this response the writer offers the clear controlling idea that “Showing people you appreciate them can
be important because it can change the person, and can make them happy.” The writer uses a cause-effect
organizational structure to demonstrate the positive effects of being shown appreciation (being shown
appreciation influences a former inmate to become a good role model and begin his “Journey to happiness”).
The writer’s sentence-to-sentence connections (“Lucas starts hanging out with [his children], leading Marsha
and Hector to appreciate him. This causes Lucas to help out others and starts being a good role model
for his children”) sufficiently support the idea that showing appreciation has a positive impact on others.
The writer’s single example about how Lucas becomes a good role model for his children and overcomes
depression is sufficient to explain how feeling appreciated can elicit transformation. Specific details (“led
[Lucas] to change how he lived”; “can change their mood”; “people take for granted”) add some substance
to the essay by reinforcing the idea that acts of appreciation are not “Just a compliment.” Clear and specific
word choice (“beneficial,” “role model,” “deppresion,” “Journey to happiness”) illustrates the importance of
being shown appreciation. Varied and adequately controlled sentences (“You may think that telling someone
you appreciate them is Just a compliment and nothing more, but you’re far from the truth”) contribute to the
effectiveness of this satisfactory writing performance.
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Score Point 3
The writer begins with the controlling idea that “Showing others that you appreciate them is vital in order
to make them aware of your thankfulness.” Although the writer has a minor lapse in focus by presenting
two somewhat unrelated ideas (the seventy-four percent statistic in the introduction and the quotation in the
last paragraph), they do not significantly affect the overall coherence and unity of the essay. Sentence-tosentence connections (“Showing appreciation can be as simple as saying thank you or giving them a hug.
If you don’t appreciate others then you might not have as many wonderful things in your life”) support
the negative consequences of not reciprocating acts of appreciation. The writer sufficiently develops a
hypothetical example about how not being shown appreciation by a friend after giving him/her an expensive
gift can cause one to feel as if “all of the thought” that went into presenting the gift “was wasted.” Clear
and specific word choice (“vital,” “be grateful,” “just tossed it aside,” “the[y] didn’t care,” “motivated to do
good,” “happy human being”) reinforces the idea that it is important to show “your thankfulness” and for
the most part adds to the quality and clarity of this satisfactory writing performance.
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Score Point 3
The writer offers the controlling idea that “Appriciation is an amazing feeling, but if you don’t have it, there
are concequences.” The writer uses a compare-contrast organizing structure to demonstrate the different
outcomes of showing and not showing appreciation. Transitions (“To start off with,” “Another reason,” “This
is why being appreciative”) for the most part support the flow of the essay and connect the writer’s ideas
about being appreciative. To develop the ideas of the essay, the writer first presents a hypothetical scenario
about surprising an unsuspecting friend with an unexpected gift that leads to one feeling “all warm, and happy
inside.” The writer then contrasts this positive experience with the “downside” of not feeling appreciated
when one’s efforts are repeatedly unnoticed. Both examples are sufficiently developed and explain why it is
always preferable to give and receive acts of appreciation. The writer’s comparison of two different outcomes
also reflects some thoughtfulness as it reinforces the idea that when one does not feel appreciated, one does
not feel “whole.” Clear and specific word choice contrasts the positive aspects of showing appreciation (“hug
your friend repeatedly,” “triggers a reaction,” “all warm, and happy inside”) with the negative consequences of
not feeling “important anymore” (“continuesly waiting for the gratitude,” “don’t feel whole,” “don’t feel like
ourselves”) and establishes a tone appropriate to the expository task in this satisfactory writing performance.
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Score Point 3
The writer presents the controlling idea that “Giving appreciation is needed in our everyday lives to show
our loved ones how special they are to us.” The progression of ideas is logical and controlled with transitions
(“Every year in Febuary,” “Like those on Valentines day,” “That is why showing gratiude”) that connect the
writer’s ideas related to the importance of expressing gratitude. Sentence-to-sentence connections (“While
most find it unnessery, others find it is a day of acknowledgment for not only love birds, but family. It is
a time to show that you love those in your family, your friends, and your lover”) sufficiently support the
idea that showing appreciation allows others to feel special. Specific and appropriate examples (Valentine’s
day is a day to express our love and appreciation for one another; the characters Sam and Dean from the
television show Supernatural protect and appreciate each other) sufficiently develop the idea that words
and acts of appreciation are necessary to communicate to loved ones “how special they are to us.” The
essay reflects some thoughtfulness as the writer connects ideas using a simile about a sewing kit (“Showing
appreciation is like a sewing kit. Both can mend what has been broken”). Clear and specific word choice (“a
day of acknowledgment,” “essential,” “valuable”) contributes to the quality and clarity of the essay. Varied
and adequately controlled sentences (“Multiple times in the show, the two boys face death, and each time
they come back with only minor truma. Who keeps bringing them back? The other, of course!”) contribute
to the effectiveness of this satisfactory writing performance.

STAAR Grade 7 Expository

Score Point 4
The essay represents an accomplished writing performance.
Organization/Progression
qq

The organizing structure of the essay is clearly appropriate to the purpose and
responsive to the specific demands of the prompt. The essay is skillfully crafted
because the writer uses organizational strategies that are particularly well suited to
the expository task.

qq

The writer establishes a clear controlling idea. All ideas are strongly related to the
controlling idea and are focused on the topic specified in the prompt. By sustaining
this focus, the writer is able to create an essay that is unified and coherent.

qq

The writer’s progression of ideas is logical and well controlled. Meaningful transitions
and strong sentence-to-sentence connections enhance the flow of the essay by
clearly showing the relationships among ideas, making the writer’s train of thought
easy to follow.

Development of Ideas
qq

The development of ideas is effective because the writer uses details and examples
that are specific and well chosen, adding substance to the essay.

qq

The essay is thoughtful and engaging. The writer may choose to use his/her unique
experiences or view of the world as a basis for writing or to connect ideas in
interesting ways. The writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions
qq

The writer’s word choice is purposeful and precise. It reflects a keen awareness of the
expository purpose and maintains a tone appropriate to the task. The word choice
strongly contributes to the quality and clarity of the essay.

qq

Sentences are purposeful, varied, and well controlled, enhancing the effectiveness of
the essay.

qq

The writer demonstrates a consistent command of sentence boundaries and ageappropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions.
Although minor errors may be evident, they do not detract from the fluency of the
writing or the clarity of the essay. The overall strength of the conventions contributes
to the effectiveness of the essay.
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Expository — 13

Score Point 4
The writer presents the clear controlling idea that “Showing people appriciation can help in getting friends,
and making others feel better.” The writer uses a cause-effect structure to organize the essay around the idea
that showing appreciation for others can benefit both the giver and the receiver. Strong sentence-to-sentence
connections (“My plan had taken effect, and my partners mood began to improve. By appreciating him, he had
set to work on those complex gears”) make the writer’s train of thought about the positive effect of showing
appreciation easy to follow. The writer’s specific and well-chosen literary example of how the character
Percy Jackson befriends Thalia Grace by showing appreciation for “all of Thalia’s talents” shows how one
can “build more relationships” by being appreciative of others. A personal anecdote in which the writer sets
up a “trap” to cheer up a classmate who was feeling “mournful after getting in trouble” demonstrates how a
gesture of appreciation “can improve others moods.” Both examples effectively develop the controlling idea
as they fully explain how showing appreciation for others yields mutual rewards. Purposeful and precise word
choice (“vital,” “mournful,” “gloomily answered,” “patiently replied,” “My plan had taken effect,” “a little
goes a long way”) reinforces the importance of showing appreciation and strongly contributes to the quality
and clarity of this accomplished writing performance.
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Score Point 4
The writer presents the clear controlling idea that “Showing people they’re appreciated is very important
in life, it can lead to great opportunities and friendships.” To organize the ideas of the essay, the writer
uses a cause-effect structure to demonstrate how showing appreciation for others can have immediate and
long-term effects. Meaningful transitions (“Showing people they’re appreciated is very important in life”;
“Being appreciative can also be beneficial”; “Appreciate and respect others”) connect the writer’s ideas
about how showing appreciation can be advantageous. Specific and well-chosen anecdotal and literary
examples (the writer gains a best friend by being kind to a new student, the character Fireheart from the
Warrior Cats book series repays his mentor showing him appreciation) effectively develop the controlling
idea and fully explain how “showing a little appreciation” can make a significant impact on someone’s life.
Purposeful and precise word choice (“avoid devastation,” “change lives all around us,” “blossom into a
monumental friendship,” “views Bluestar as a mentor and friend,” “Fireheart repayed her,” “great asset in
life”) illustrates how showing appreciation creates a “world of graditude and value” and strongly contributes
to the quality and clarity of this accomplished writing performance.
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Score Point 4
The writer presents the clear controlling idea that “Being appreciative helps to lift other people up and it shows
that you care about them.” The writer organizes the response around personal anecdotes (a stranger holding
open a door; appreciating a parent’s hard work) that support the controlling idea and create an essay that is
unified. The progression of ideas is logical and well controlled as the writer’s strong sentence-to-sentence
connections (“My mom dropped me off at school and it was really cold, which didn’t help my attitude get any
better. However, while I was walking to the door, this girl in the grade below me was holding it open for me. I
was sure to thank her and we walked into the school together. From there my day got better”) enhance the flow
of the essay and clearly show how expressing appreciation positively affects others as well as improves wellbeing. The development of ideas is effective because the writer uses specific details that engage the reader (“it
was really cold, which didn’t help my attitude”; “messy house, a sink full of dishes, dinner needs to be cooked,
the animals need to be checked”; “I’ll help her cook”; “I’ll walk home from school or practice”; “don’t want
to interrupt her”). Sentences are varied and well controlled (“I know how tired she is after work, so sometimes
I’ll help her cook, or if she cooks, then I am sure to show my appreciation for her”; “Being appreciative is such
an easy thing to do, but it will mean so much to others”), enhancing the effectiveness of this accomplished
writing performance.
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Score Point 4
The writer presents the clear controlling idea that “Expressing appreciation and showing grattitude is
important because it encourages others and strengthens relationships.” Beginning with a hypothetical
question (“How would you feel if all of your hard work and time spent for someone went unappreciated?”),
the writer continues with a cause-effect organizational structure to explain the results of showing
appreciation: encouraging others and building connected relationships. The progression of ideas is logical
and well controlled because strong sentence-to-sentence connections (“If one friend is never there for the
other, never willing to help, and never realizing what the other does for them, how will that make the other
friend feel? There must be a bond in the relationship, neither person can take the other for granted”) clearly
connect the writer’s ideas about the reciprocal benefits of showing appreciation. The development of ideas
is effective because the writer’s detailed examples (respecting parents for providing “food, clothes, and
utilities”; rewarding an employee who is “kind, humble, and [has] a great work ethic”; friends growing
closer through mutual appreciation to create “a healthier bond”) add thoughtfulness to the essay. Word
choice (“push through obstacles,” “trust and reliability,” “significant for their motivation”) is purposeful and
precise. Command of conventions and well-controlled, varied sentences (“He was gifted a new car, since
his had broken down, and he was overjoyed and inspired to work even harder”; “Giving thanks, rather than
taking things for granted, can help connect relationships”) enhance the effectiveness of this accomplished
writing performance.
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